PREFACE

WELCOME!
Berlin, 1745

»T HE COURT ASSESSES
THE VALUE OF
S CHMARGENDORF AT
4,581 REICHSTALER
AND 2 GROSCHEN.«

Dear reader,
Berlin is growing at an unprecedented rate, turning it into a truly wonderful
city! The development over the past few years, however, has mainly concentrated
on the new central area, the “new” Berlin, with many people now returning to
the old “West Berlin”. Kurfürstendamm and City West have become premium
addresses once again. A visit to the Viennese pastry shop on Roseneck Street, a
walk by Grundwaldsee lake, a shopping spree along Kurfürstendamm with a
break on the terrace of the Bikinihaus, a visit to the zoo – popular things to do in
this area once again. This is the setting for our next real estate project – a district
of Berlin that was tucked away and sedate for years and has been very much
under the radar in the context of Berlin and its reputation for being trendy, hip
and urban.
The “Maximilians Quartier” will be built in Schmargendorf, the smallest district
in Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf, situated between Forckenbeckstraße in the
north and Reichenhaller and Breite Straße in the south. The project has been
named after Lord Mayor Maximilian of Forckenbeck. You can find more about
this on page 12.
With green rooftops, playgrounds in the garden areas, a nursery for children
and sophisticated mobility facilities, we are realising a family-friendly project.
Furthermore, a future-oriented energy concept has been developed in cooper
ation with GASAG.
We are delighted to be able to introduce you to this extraordinary quarter in the
green heart of Wilmersdorf. Maybe you, too, will discover your new home in
Berlin here
Groth Gruppe
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A PREMIUM LOCATION

BETWEEN KU’DAMM
AND GRUNEWALD
LIVING IN WEST BERLIN
A completely relaxed lifestyle surrounded by nature whilst
being able to benefit from the perks of living in a city
– a winning combination for many and one offered by the
Maximilian Quartier.
However, if you really wish to feel like you’re living in a
city, you can make this happen in minutes. City West,
located nearby, has noticeably increased in popularity in
recent years, and today offers top-class shopping, entertainment and relaxation possibilites. Ku’damm has re
claimed its glamorous charm. Luxury boutiques, flagship
stores of well-known brands, galleries and restaurants
offering premium cuisine and the trendy Bikini Berlin set
the scene for Berlin’s most famous boulevard.

MEMORIAL CHURCH AND KURFÜRSTENDAMM

BIKINI BERLIN

C/O BERLIN, AMERIKA HAUS

KADEWE
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CITY WEST

A PREMIUM LOCATION
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Schmargendorf is located in the south of
Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf, making it one
of the most sought-after districts in the
capital when it comes to real estate. The
district has been attracting the educated
middle classes in particular for more than
a hundred years. You can get to the main
hotspots in Berlin in just as little time as
it takes to get to Grunewald or both of the
Berliner Flughäfen.

LEISURE AND RECREATION

LIVING IN THE MIDST OF NATURE

A PARADISE
FOR RELAXATION

The mixture of peace and quiet and hustle and bustle
makes Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf one of the most
interesting districts in Berlin. More than one-tenth of
the area here consists of green space or water. There
is nowhere that can even compete with City West when
it comes to leisure activities on offer. Whether jogging,
hiking, cycling or water sports on the nearby Havel,
there’s always something to do. Havel – always there
for your enjoyment.

A FOREST IN THE
CITY CENTRE
The 3,000 hectare Grunewald is the most significant green space in West Berlin. It takes
about 20 minutes by bike to get there. The forest is one of the most beautiful urban forest
areas in Germany and you can spend hours
walking around there. This area is perfect for
horseriding too. A popular destination is the
Jagdschloss Grunewald on the south-eastern
shore of Lake Grundewaldsee. It is the oldest
preserved castle in Berlin.

FISHING HUT ON THE SCHLACHTENSEE, GRUNEWALDSEE

GRUNEWALDSEE
HUNTING CHÂTEAU GRUNEWALD
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WILMERSDORF-SCHMARGENDORF – INFRASTRUCTURE

A TRUE
PARADISE
HUBERTUSSEE

SCHMARGENDORF WEEKLY MARKET

LIFE IN CITY WEST
Schmargendorf has retained its quiet,
small market town atmosphere. There
are many established small retail stores
in the centre along Schmargendorf ’s
Breite Straße. They complement the new,
stylish shops such as “Hofladen im Kiez”
at Kolberger Platz perfectly, which is
home to the weekly market on Wednesdays and Saturdays. The most important
social and administrative facilities can be
found here too.

SCHMARGENDORF WEEKLY MARKET

SCHMARGENDORF TOWN HALL

BREITE STRASSE, SCHMARGENDORF
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There are excellent public transport connections at
Heidelberger Platz train station. What’s more, there are
a number of bus stops here. If you are travelling by car,
you can quickly access junctions leading to the A100 city
motorway.

NURSERIES AND SCHOOLS
IN SCHMARGENDORF
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WILMERSDORF-SCHMARGENDORF – INFRASTRUCTURE
HOHEN ZOLLERN DAMM
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PREMIUM LOCATION
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Anybody who likes to play sports in their free time will
find a whole host of possibilities right on their doorstep.
The Wilmersdorf stadium is located just a stone’s throw
away from Maximilians Quartier. In addition to athletics
facilities and hockey and tennis courts, the 4 hectare
site also houses the Wilmersdorf summer swimming pool
with its 50-metre pool, diving platform and sunbathing
areas. In winter you can go ice skating at the Horst-Dohm
ice rink. During the summer months,
inline skaters can enjoy the facility.
One of the most popular meeting
places in Schmargendorf is the
Roseneck coffee shop, which is a
traditional Viennese coffee house.
You can even look over the pastry
chef ’s shoulder and learn a few tricks
for your own baking talents.
A large selection of coffee specialities
attract the residents of Schmargendorf to the JOCaffé roasting house &
cofee machines at Kolbergplatz.
The roasting house is definitely worth
a visit. Barista workshops are also
regularly held here.

“KIEZ” STORE

The farm shop (Hofladen im Kiez) in the neighbourhood
is famous for its diverse range of fresh seasonal products
and excellent customer service. In 2013, it was awarded
the title of “Best Organic Shop in Germany”.

BREITE STRASSE, IDEAL FOR RUNNING SMALL ERRANDS
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PAST AND PRESENT

IMAGE OF THE KREUZKIRCHE AROUND 1923

INSIDER INFORMATION
AREA

MAXIMILIAN VON FORCKENBECK

DEVELOPMENT INTO A MAJOR HUB

The Maximilian quartier was named after the former President of the Reichstag and Mayor
of Berlin Maximilian von Forckenbeck (1821-1892). Forckenbeckstraße, which runs along one
side of the Maximilians Quartier, was named after him in 1892, when he was still alive.
Maximilian von Forckenbeck is regarded as one of the leading German liberals of his generation and was ahead of his time in many respects. At the age of 27, he participated in the 1848
revolution as a junior lawyer in governmental services. He later made a name for himself as
a lawyer in East Prussia, before making his way to Berlin.
As a liberal freethinker and politician, Maximilian von Forckenbeck often sat on the fence and
frequently opposed the king, state and church. On the one hand, he clashed with Bismarck
over and over again when it came to promoting a progressive-liberal stance.
However, on the other hand, he supported him in his fight against the church. Through his
prudent and frugal leadership during a phase of rapid city growth, he had a great impact
on shaping the history of Berlin in his position as mayor (1878-1892). For example, he was
responsible for organising the city's modern water supply.

Schmargendorf is the smallest district in Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf.
The area has always mainly attracted educated and middle-class residents
of Berlin who wish to preserve their individualism.
Schmargendorf was first mentioned in the
history books in 1354. The well-preserved
Feldstein Church, the smallest of its kind in
Berlin, as well as the village green, date from
this period.
Urban development began only in the 19th
century. Today, detached houses, mansions,
avenues with old trees and parks are the main
features of this area. A real gem is the town
hall, which features... Its appearance resembling
a castle makes it one of the most popular wedding locations in Berlin.

MAXIMILIAN VON FORCKENBECK, 1891

Schmargendorfer registry
office has always been
popular. Albert Einstein,
Romy Schneider, Harald
Juhnke and Roland Kaiser
all tied the knot in this
fantastic location.

FORCKENBECKSTRASSE, 1926

A NEIGHBOURHOOD WITH CHARACTER
HARALD JUHNKE’S WEDDING
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The district even has its own coat of arms, featuring a red deer with gold
antlers and a silver lily. Schmargendorf was a municipality in the district
of Teltow until 1920. It was then incorporated into Greater Berlin but still
maintains its own character today. This area offers respite from the hustle
and bustle of Berlin.
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MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – THE PROJECT

WELCOME TO
MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER
A NEW HOME IS CREATED
The modern, family-friendly Maximilians Quartier is
currently being built on a 4.7 hectare site between Grunewald and Kurfürstendamm. After completion, it will be
home to 973 condominiums and rental apartments. The
past and future of Berlin’s domestic culture meet here in
a unique way. The architecture was inspired by the classi
cally elegant courtyards of the late Wilhelmine imperial
era. Learn more about an extraordinary residential project
in which peace and quiet and big city flair are perfectly
intertwined.
On the west side of the quarter, the five-storey buildings
are the same height as the existing rows of housing, and
they reach eight storeys on the east side. Through skilful
handling of the necessary in-house development, the
architects have succeeded in uniting different types of
apartments. Families, couple and singles can all find a new
home here. The outdoor areas are landscaped either by
architects or open space planning experts and have recre
ational and playground areas.

NONBINDING VIEW

NONBINDING VIEW
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UNVERBINDLICHE VISUALISIERUNG

MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – THE PROJECT

NONBINDING VIEW
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MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – THE PROJECT

EXPERIENCED TEAM
OF ARCHITECTS
Following an architectural workshop, the proposal by
the Berlin architects léonwohlhage und Modersohn &
Freiesleben was selected for the two southern quarters
C and D. léonwohlhage was responsible for realising
many projects in Berlin, including the Indian Embassy
on Tiergartenstraße. Modersohn & Freiesleben have
already attracted attention in the capital through
numerous residential projects as well as through their
workat Potsdamer Platz regional train station.

A NEW HIGHLIGHT
IN THE SOUTH
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TRADITION MEETS MODERNITY
The architecture of the charming ensemble draws on the
idea pool of the Wilhelmine era. It is based on classical
elements, such as those found in the elegant courtyards of
the Wilhelmine imperial period, combined with a contemporary sense of form. The clinker facade features loggias
and balconies.
Eight individual buildings spread across two courtyards
form an impressive urban housing development. The
condominiums are located in the southern district of
Quarter D, which, like Quarter C, has its own under
ground parking facility. Each building features a lift
from the basement to the top floor. In the basement,
there are storage and technical rooms as well as bicycle
storage and refuse rooms. The heating and hot water
supply is provided via a combined heat and power unit
(CHP).
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NONBINDING VIEW
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MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – THE ENERGY CONCEPT

MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER —
INNOVATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE
MODERN MOBILITY
All 132 underground parking spaces in Part D of the
Maximilians Quartier offer the opportunity to charge
electric vehicles. This makes an important contribution
in terms of reducing the use of fossil fuels in road traffic.
The residents also have a local car-sharing fleet of six
to ten vehicles at their disposal. These will gradually be
converted so that the entire fleet consists of electric
vehicles, as one or several family cars may be added to
the fleet or used to replace existing vehicles. Experience
has shown that a car-sharing vehicle can be used to
replace up to eight vehicles.

THE LATEST ENERGY INNOVATIONS
By using its own combined heat and power unit (CHP),
electricity and central heating can be generated close to
the quarter. This means that Maximilians Quartier is
able to achieve a low primary energy factor. The primary
energy factor is the ratio of energy used as a percentage
of the final figure of energy provided and allows a com
parison of different types of energy. In the case of locally
generated energy, statutory taxes such as electricity
tax and network user charges are also eliminated. This
reduces energy costs for residents.
Outdoor wifi hotspots ensure that there is also internet
access in the courtyards of Maximilians Quartier.
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MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – AMENITIES

SOPHISTICATED AND
FUTURE-ORIENTED
THE MOST IMPORTANT
F EATURES AT A GLANCE
⋅⋅Each apartment features a loggia, balcony or terrace
⋅⋅Heating and hot water supply via a combined heat
and power plant (CHP) assigned to the condominium
owners' association (WEG)
⋅⋅Wooden flooring as a multilayer parquet with a top
layer of solid wood featuring a thickness of 3.5 mm
⋅⋅Tile floors in the kitchens, bathrooms and toilets
⋅⋅Windows and French doors on the ground floor
equipped with electrically operated shutters incl.
anti-lift protection and lockable window handles
⋅⋅Electrically operated external sun protection
(screens or external blinds) to provide protection
against heat in the summer
⋅⋅Outdoor facilities designed by landscape gardeners
⋅⋅Charging point for electrical mobility in each car
parking space
⋅⋅Bicycle parking spaces in the underground car park
(around 240 spaces) and in the outdoor facilities
(around 100 spaces)

NON-BINDING VIEW
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MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – THE APARTMENTS

1-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Bathroom
6.95 m²

Hallway
6.42 m²

Wardrobe

42 m2—68 m2
Kitchen
4.88 m²

Utility
1.95 m²

Bedroom
17.22 m²

Living / dining room
24.22 m²
Loggia
8.28 m²

COMFORTABLE RETREAT
The intelligently designed 1-bedroom apartments in Maximilians
Quartier boast a compact yet spacious layout – the h ighquality
and perfectly functioning interior design is also excellently
thought-out. Three design lines create a high degree of individuality.
Only items and materials from recognised brand manufacturers
are used. Ideal for singles and couples.

EXAMPLE APARTMENT
Living / dining room

24.22 m²

Bedroom

17.22 m²

Bathroom

6.95 m²

Hallway

6.42 m²

Kitchen

4.88 m²

Utility room
Living space net
Loggia (8.28 m²), creditable
Total living area

1.95 m²
61.64 m²
4.14 m²
65.78 m²

NONBINDING VIEW OF A 3- ROOM APARTMENT WITH THE DESIGNLINE “CLASSIC”
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MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – THE APARTMENTS

2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
78 m2—93 m2

FEEL COMFORTABLE
THE SECOND YOU WALK IN
The 2-bedroom apartments are perfect for fulfilling your dream of
living in the city whilst getting the right dose of rest and relax
ation. The efficiently designed rooms, a wellequipped bathroom as
well a loggia, balcony or terrace make for excellent living conditions. Three coherent design lines offer sufficient scope for colour,
products and materials. A dream apartment! A premium location
and a friendly neighbourhood.

EXAMPLE APARTMENT
Living / dining room

22.75 m²

Bedroom

17.22 m²

Room

12.62 m²

Kitchen

6.88 m²

Hall

5.76 m²

Bathroom

5.21 m²

Hallway

4.33 m²

Guest bathroom

3.56 m²

Utility room

1.83 m²

Living space net
Loggia (8.3 m²), creditable
Total living area

80.16 m²
4.16 m²

G-Bad
3,90 m2

84.32 m²

Utility
1.83 m2

Bathroom

Bedroom
17.22 m2

5.21 m2

Hall
5.76 m2

Guest
Bathroom
3,56 m2

Room

Hallway

12.62 m2

4.33 m

2

Wardrobe

Kitchen

Living / dining room

6.88 m

22.75 m2

2

Loggia
8.31 m2

NONBINDING VIEW OF A 3- ROOM APARTMENT WITH THE DESIGNLINE “NATURE”
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MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – THE APARTMENTS

Loggia
11.25 m²

4–3-BEDROOM APARTMENT
98 m2—121 m2

Kitchen
7.51 m²

Living / dining room
23.87 m²

Utility
1.70 m²

Guest bathroom
4.03 m²

Room II
10.15 m²

Wardrobe
Hallway
3.99 m²

Room I
10.15 m²

Hall
8.13 m²

Bathroom
6.61 m²

EXAMPLE APARTMENT

Bedroom
16.48 m²

FOR A LUXURIOUS
EVERYDAY LIFE
Our 3-bedroom apartments have enough space for the whole family
and still allow you to implement your own ideas. They are spacious,
practical and extremely comfortable. This apartment type boasts
many impressive features whilst also giving you the opportunity to
create your own dream home. Three different design lines help to
give an individual touch to your new home.
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Living / dining room

23.87 m²

Bedroom

16.48 m²

Room I

10.15 m²

Room II

10.15 m²

Hall

8.13 m²

Kitchen

7.51 m²

Bathroom

6.61 m²

Guest bathroom

4.03 m²

Hallway

3.99 m²

Utility room

1.70 m²

Living space net

92.62 m²

Loggia (11.25 m²), creditable
Total living area

5.62 m²
98.24 m²

NONBINDING VIEW OF A 3- ROOM APARTMENT WITH THE DESIGNLINE “NATURE”
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MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – INTERIOR DESIGN

THREE DESIGN LINES
ALLOWING FOR
AN INDIVIDUAL TOUCH

JUST AS YOU LIKE IT
The apartment should provide everything you need for
your day-to-day life whilst offering the flexibility for
you to be able to implement your own ideas. Three carefully designed design lines created with great attention
to detail that enable you to design your living space how
you wish . Whether natural and alive (Nature), stylish
and timeless (Classic) or accentuated and trendy (Style):
in line with your personal ideas, the convenient basic
facilities in the apartments can be combined with se
lected, high-quality materials. The details of the design
lines have been compiled in a specially developed
catalogue.
NONBINDING VIEW
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AKZENTFARBEN FÜR DAS BAD
AKZENTFARBEN FÜR DAS BAD

NONBINDING VIEW

AKZENTFARBEN
FÜR
DASQUARTIER
BADmit
MAXIMILIANS
– YOUR
PERSONALISED
INTERIOR DESIGN
Im Bad können Sie
sich für 2 Wände
Akzentfarben
entscheiden.

m Bad können Sie sich für 2 Wände mit Akzentfarben entscheiden.
Im Bad können Sie sich für 2 Wände mit Akzentfarben entscheiden.

1

2

3

3

3

4

APAROL MARILL
30 MARILL 30 CAPAROL CAPAROL
MALACHIT
20
CAPAROLCAPAROL
PATINA 5PATINA 5
CAPAROL
MALACHIT
20

CAPAROL MARILL 30

CAPAROL MALACHIT 20

CAPAROL PATINA 5

⋅⋅Multilayer parquet oak whitewashed in long plank look
⋅⋅Floor and wall tiles from
PORCELAINGRES and EQUIPE in
the kitchen, bathroom, guest
WC and utility room
⋅⋅Bathroom and WC items from
VILLEROY & BOCH, KALDEWEI
and GROHE (amongst others)
⋅⋅Switches from GIRA

DESIGN LINE
NATURE

“THE VIVID WAY”
The Nature design line is the right choice for those
who love a natural, comfortable living atmosphere
and a natural design. The focus is on noticeably appealing, high-quality materials and warm colours.

FACILITIES
SHOWN
1. Whitewashed parquet oak
2. Kitchen tiles, floor
3. Wandfarben (Bad)
4. Bathroom tiles, floor and wall
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The light, multi-layer parquet flooring featuring a
long plank look gives the entire living area a func
tional yet lively character. Light-coloured wall and
floor tiles, base cabinets in faux oak as well as a
comfortable bathtub and a walk-in shower make
the bathroom feel like a private spa.
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MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – PERSONALISED INTERIOR DESIGN

AKZENTFARBEN
AKZENTFARBEN
AKZENTFARBEN
FÜR
FÜR
DAS
DAS
BAD
BAD
FÜR DAS BAD

⋅⋅Multilayer parquet natural oak in long plank
look

Im Bad
Imkönnen
Bad können
Sie sich
Siefür
sich
Im2Bad
für
Wände
2können
Wände
mit Sie
Akzentfarben
mit
sich
Akzentfarben
für 2 Wände
entscheiden.
entscheiden.
mit Akzentfarben entscheiden.

1

2

3

3

3

4

⋅⋅Floor and wall tiles from VILLEROY & BOCH in
the kitchen, bathroom, guest WC and utility
room

5

⋅⋅Bathroom and WC items from VILLEROY &
BOCH, KALDEWEI and GROHE (amongst others)
⋅⋅Switches from GIRA

CAPAROL
CAPAROL
PALAZZO
PALAZZO
120CAPAROL
120 CAPAROL
PALAZZO
CAPAROL
PALAZZO
120PALAZZO
115CAPAROL
115
CAPAROL
PALAZZO
CAPAROL
BAROLO
115BAROLO
40 CAPAROL
40
BAROLO 40

DESIGN LINE
CLASSIC
NONBINDING VIEW

“THE TIMELESS WAY”
If you choose the Classic design line, then you can
expect a timeless ambience. The items made of
elegant selected materials have a clear identity and
are perfect for creating a modern yet timeless
design.
Typical of this style is the natural-coloured oak
multi-layer parquet in a strip look. It is classically
beautiful, yet modern at the same time. Its styl
ish undertones create the ideal basis for a light,
harmonious living atmosphere. The bathroom,
featuring a modern and purist design, is another
source of inspiration.
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FACILITIES
SHOWN
1. Natural oak multilayer parquet flooring (strip look)
2. Kitchen tiles, floor
3. Wall colours (bathroom)
4. Bathroom tiles, floor and wall
5. Bathroom tiles, shower (section)
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AKZENTFARBEN FÜR DAS BAD

AKZENTFARBEN
FÜR DAS
AKZENTFARBEN
FÜRBAD
DAS BAD
Im Bad können Sie sich für 2 Wände mit Akzentfarben entscheiden.

MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – YOUR PERSONALISED INTERIOR DESIGN

DESIGNLINIE
STYLE

Im Bad können Sie sich für 2 Wände mit Akzentfarben entscheiden.
Im Bad können Sie sich für 2 Wände mit Akzentfarben entscheiden.

1

2

3

3

33

4

5

⋅⋅Multilayer parquet Walnut (muted) in long plank look
⋅⋅Floor and wall tiles from VILLEROY & BOCH in the
kitchen, bathroom, guest WC and utility room
⋅⋅Bathroom and WC items from VILLEROY & BOCH,
KALDEWEI and GROHE (amongst others)
⋅⋅Switches from GIRA
CAPAROL MARILL
15 MARILL 15CAPAROL ONXY
95 ONXY 95
CAPAROL
CAPAROL

CAPAROL MARILL 15

CAPAROLCAPAROL
SIENA 5 SIENA 5

CAPAROL ONXY 95

NONBINDING VIEW

“THE URBAN WAY”
The Style design line brings cosmopolitan lifestyle
into the home environment. It offers a perfect
platform for both vintage furniture and vintage,
original accessories. The elegant, dark walnut
parquet in the living room makes a bold statement.
Smart-looking floor and wall tiles give the kitchen
and bathroom a special urban touch. The angular
shapes of the bathroom suite and fittings, which
can be see in the design catalogue, are also remark
able and unique.
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FACILITIES SHOWN
1. Parquet Walnut (muted) in long plank look
2. Kitchen and bathroom floor tiles
3. Wall colours (bathroom)
4. Bathroom floor and wall tiles
5. Bathroom tiles, shower (section)
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CAPAROL SIENA

MAXIMILIANS QUARTIER – REFERENCES

We are experts at what we do and have created properties
that not only blend seamlessly into their environment, but
also help to shape it. We always keep the history of the
respective location and neighbourhood in mind. The fact
that architecture experts appreciate our work is particularly pleasing to us.
Above all, however, our priority is making the many
thousands of residents happy, who we have been able
to give a new home through our work. Take a look for
yourself.

MAKE YOUR DREAMS
COME TRUE HERE

DIPLOMATENPARK, BERLIN-TIERGARTEN

FLOTTWELL LIVING, BERLIN-KREUZBERG

SO BERLIN, BERLIN-MITTE

BELLES ETAGES AM GENDARMENMARKT, BERLIN-MITTE

BEUTH-HÖFE AM SPITTELMARKT, BERLIN-MITTE

HEYDT EINS, BERLIN-TIERGARTEN

KUNSTCAMPUS, BERLIN-MITTE

MITTENMANG, BERLIN-MITTE
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IMPRINT

IMPRINT
ISSUED BY

DISCLAIMER

Groth u-invest Vierzehnte GmbH & Co.
Forckenbeckstraße KG,
Kurfürstendamm 63, 10707 Berlin

This brochure does not constitute a legally binding offer. As
advertising material, it should provide a general overview of
the product pictured.

CONTACT

All information, statements and representations in the
brochure have been chosen with the utmost care and checked
for correctness at the time of publication There is no guar
antee regarding the completeness, accuracy and topicality of
all information. We reserve the right to make any changes,
in particular due to regulatory requirements or amendments,
or due to static or technical requirements.

Tel.: +49 30 88094-448
info@maximiliansquartier.de
www.maximiliansquartier.de

SHOWROOM
Forckenbeckstraße 64–69, 14199 Berlin

CONCEPT/DESIGN
minigram.de

RENDERINGS

The image and layout material (illustrations, visualisations,
plans, photographs, graphic elements, etc.) serves as a
preliminary illustration of the project and is merely an ex
ample. The floor plan variants listed in the plans and
visualisations, together with the furniture shown, are also
merely examples and are not binding. This also applies
to any dimensions of surfaces or other parts. We reserve
the right to make changes.

Begehungen, Xoio

PHOTO CREDITS
Schmargendorf City Hall: ullstein bild – Schöning Berlin,

The purchase contract together with its annexes shall be
decisive in terms of the binding and definitive determination
of the type and scope of the execution and equipment or
other features.

Jagdschloss Grunewald, view across the lake:
Wolfgang Pfauder, Daniel Godor, Alamy, iStockphotom,
EyeEm, Shutterstock, Stocksy

No liability shall be assumed in the case of cost, income or
tax forecasts or expectations.
In order to fulfil our duty to inform in accordance with Sect.
26 of the Consumer Dispute Settlement Act (VSBG), we
hereby confirm that we are neither obligated nor willing to
participate in dispute settlement proceedings before a
consumer arbitration board.
Last updated: August 2017
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A project by

